
St. Dominic’s School KS2 – KS5 Subject Overview:  

Curriculum Intent: For pupils and students to learn key basic kitchen skills, to enable them to go on to live independent, fulfilling lives in the wider community. Learning how 

to work in a safe and hygienic kitchen, to have the basic home cooking skills to be able to prepare and deliver simple dishes, Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. 

 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
Core Values  Myself My Context The Wider World 

I am me I matter I am unique I belong I am safe I am prepared 

FBV Focus Individual Liberty 
Democracy 

Mutual respect and tolerance 
Democracy 

Rule of law 
Democracy 

Functional independence Self-Care Functional Motor and Sensory Skills Independent Living Skills Independent Living Skills Personal Safety and Welfare Organisation and Preparation for Work 

Learning to Learn  Self-Managers Independent Enquirers Reflective Learners Team Workers Effective Participators Creative Thinkers 

Language and communication Attention, Listening and Understanding Vocabulary Narrative Skills Social Interaction Social Interaction Social Interaction 

Myself and others  Moral Understanding Emotional Resilience Spiritual Understanding Cultural Tolerance Citizenship Social Understanding of the Wider World 

Year 9 Home Cooking 
 
 

For pupils and students to start 
learning the basic knowledge and 
understanding of home cooking skills. 
Looking at basic Health and Safety 
and how to implement this in the food 
tech area in school, looking at hand 
washing and why we wear an apron, 
discussing sanitisation of work 
surfaces and equipment and utensils 
used, how we wash and dry all the 
equipment used during a lesson. The 
pupils and students will eventually be 
able to transfer the new basic skills in 
Health and Safety independently at 
home. Pupils and students will start 
with basic recipes for breakfast dishes. 

For pupils and students to understand 
the importance of breakfast  and to 
start to build upon ideas for breakfast 
taking part in group discussions which 
is teacher led. Each lesson starts with 
a recall of health and safety rules Q&A 
is used to gauge knowledge. Evidence 
of students and pupils showing more 
independence on preparing to cook. 
Pupils and students showing more 
functional skills using the equipment 
and utensils. 

For pupils and students to start 
discussing snacks, foods that are 
suitable for a lunch box or in between 
meals, looking at snacks they like in a 
teacher led discussion, what foods we 
don’t like and things we have never tried. 
Pupils to start to make some simple 
snack recipes, and to start to taste new 
food 

For pupils and students to look at lunch 
menus and a teacher led discussion on 
 the importance of lunch and not skipping 
meals. Students and pupils to start to make 
basic lunch ideas that would be suitable for 
a lunch box as well as at home. To discuss 
the foods they like and also new foods we 
would be willing to try. 

For students to look at dinners and 
basic skills to be used when cooking 
dinner, checking our health and safety 
knowledge when using ovens and 
hobs. Discussions and ideas of 
recipes and what we eat at home, 
cooking basic dinners that can be 
cooked at home and able to stay safe 
at home using all appliances. 

Students and pupils should now be able 
to recall all basic Health and safety, this 
will be recognised using quiz style 
participation. 
Students and pupils to start to learn how 
to  research recipes, where resources 
can be found, to be able to suggest how 
to  adapt simple basic recipes, to be able 
to  suggest and produce a simple recipe 
To be able to share the recipe with 
peers. 

Reading  For pupils and students to use 
listening skills to follow instructions and 
start to recognise formats of recipes, to 
be able to read the content and follow 
the steps of the recipe.  

For pupils and students to be able to 
understand simple key terminology 
when reading a recipe, to follow the 
steps with more independence. 

For pupils and students to be able to read 
the recipe independently and have a 
better understanding when following the 
steps of the recipe, looking to predict the 
next steps. 

For pupils to be able to say how to predict 
the next steps following  a recipe to learn 
how  following a sequence of instructions in 
order to  make a successful product  

Students and pupils to show 

prediction of a sequence of 

instructions  in the recipe to show 

progress when reading instructions  

Pupils and students to show progress on 
following a recipe, to be able to 
understand why we follow the steps of a 
recipe to be able to successfully be able 
to meet the L/O of the lesson criteria.  

Writing Using WWW EBI INT starting to use 
some descriptive language and key 
terminology to complete evaluation of 
the product made with the aid of 
sentence starters and teacher lead 
discussions, working as a group to 
start developing an understanding of 
evaluating a product made. 

Using WWW EBI INT using some 
simple descriptive language common 
key terminology to complete 
evaluation of the product made. 

. For pupils and students to be able to 
evaluate food with a little more 
independence, to able to reflect back to 
the practical lesson with less prompts and 
reminders.  

Students and pupils to be using more 
descriptive language and key terminology 
to complete evaluation of the product made 
with less support and prompts, also looking 
to expand on knowledge to increase writing 
skills of evaluation. 

Students and students to be able to 
complete evaluation with no sentence 
starters to be able to use prior 
knowledge to complete the form, with 
use of word banks in the portfolio of 
work. 

Students and  pupils to show  progress 
and more creative writing with the 
evaluation of products cooked, to be able 
to critically comments on products 
cooked and be able to explain reasons 
on what changes they would make and 
why. 

Number Using maths when making the recipes, 
using scales to weigh ingredients and 
jugs for measuring liquids. 

Using maths when developing, 
recipes, using multiplication to make 
more of the chosen dish, or division to 
scale down a recipe for different 
numbers of people 

Discussion led by the teacher on making 
the recipe at home looking at how to cook 
for the number of people in family unit. 
How to use a calculator to accommodate 
the numbers you need to make the recipe 
for. 

During a theory lesson to Use some simple 
maths skills to learn how to cater for small 
to large groups, looking at a simple recipe 
and working out how to increase the 
ingredients for the number of persons in the 
group. 

Students and pupils will show 
progression in calculating for numbers 
when cooking for groups and 
individuals, will be looking at a recipe 
for 1 person and adding to the 
ingredients to make for more people. 

For students and pupils to be able to 
double a recipe independtly. Weigh and 
measure showing independence skills, 
this will be measured by teacher 
assessment and photographic evidence.  

Year 11  Btec Home Cooking Skills  
 
Continuing with Level 1 Btec home 
cooking skills, students and pupils to 
begin to write more complex recipes 
for dinner recipes, to research recipes 
and take account of cooking times. 
 

Btec Home Cooking Skills 
 

Students to produce recipes and peer 
teach the class with more complex 
key terminology, and enhanced skill 
levels. 

Btec Home Cooking skills 
 
Students to rewrite recipes with more 
independence and less teacher support, 
looking at using foods which they have 
not cooked before, looking at taste and 
texture in the recipes. 

Btec Home Cooking Skills 
 

Students and pupils to try new foods 
incorporated in the recipes  to look at timings 
and complexity of recipes to be able to peer 
teach the class 

Btec Home Cooking Skills 
 
Students to practice for a final dish 
ready for assessment, to include a 
written recipe following all the criteria 
met in the BTEC specification. 

Btec Home Cooking Skills 
 
Students and pupils to choose a final dish 
from previous recipes for a final 
assessment piece, being able to show all 
knowledge throughout the qualification. 



Reading  Students to research and read more 
complex recipes to be able to 
understand more complex methods 
and terminology 

Students and pupils to be able to 
follow peer instructions when reading 
recipes 

Students to be able to look at 
supermarket  foods  read reviews on 
products  reading about taste and flavour 

Students to be able to read food labels and 
information on chosen foods discuss as a 
class for allergens  and dietary needs of 
peers  

Read through chosen recipe check for 
any grammatical errors, and check the 
sequence of steps to peer teach the 
class 

 To have final recipe read through and 
checked by staff, adhering to the BTEC 
specification  before a final print 

Writing Students and pupils to be able to start 
to write using more complex 
instructions in recipes 

Students and pupils to be able to write 
constructive feedback on peers 
recipes 

Students and pupils to be able to use 
more complex words and descriptions on 
peer feedback  

Students and pupils should now be able to 
write a reflective description about their own 
recipes based on peer feedback 

 Students and pupils should be able to 
write all feedback independtly  

Students will be able to write independent 
feedback based on family responses to 
the final meal cooked. 

Number Students and pupils to be able to use 
accuracy when writing amounts and 
quantities in recipes 

Students to practice budgets and 
timings on simple meals. 

Students to discuss with teacher lead 
lesson on how to cost meals and work to 
a set budget 

Students to research cost of chosen recipes 
and begin to practice how to budget. 

Students to work towards a set budget 
and timings to practice for final meal  

Students will be able to cater for the 
correct number of family members and 
match ingredients accordingly and to a 
set budget. 

Year 10 & 12  B TEC Home Cooking Skills  

Following BTEC Home Skills to 
develop independent living skills, the 
start of the qualification is 
concentrating on Health and safety in a 
commercial kitchen and the home. The 
students and pupils will follow the set 
BTEC criteria to complete all 
paperwork before a practical lesson. 
The practical lessons are to prepare 
simple dishes, broken down into 
categories of Breakfast, Lunch and 
Dinner, to learn how to peer teach the 
class their chosen recipes. The 
qualification is split into categories, the 
students and pupils will be starting with 
breakfast choices, the students and 
pupils will be provided with recipes to 
help recall knowledge taught at St 
Dominic’s school. 

 
 

B TEC Home Cooking Skills  

 
Students to start to research recipes 
for ideas for breakfasts, Students will 
choose and write recipes to peer 
teach to the rest of the class. 

B TEC Home Cooking Skills 

 
Students to start to research recipes for 
ideas for lunch , Students will choose 
and write recipes to peer teach to the 
rest of the class 

B TEC Home Cooking Skills  

 
Students to start to research recipes for 
ideas for snack  , Students will choose and 
write recipes to peer teach to the rest of the 
class 

 B TEC Home Cooking Skills  

 
Students to start to research recipes 
for ideas for dinner. Students will 
choose and write recipes to peer 
teach to the rest of the class 

B TEC Home Cooking Skills  

  
Students and pupils will continue to 
practice skills learnt  to carry forward to 
year 11  and  yr13 to works towards 
completion of portfolio  BTEC Level 1  

Reading For pupils to be able to follow the steps 
in a recipe to be able to make a 
successful dish, for Students and 
pupils to show prior knowledge from 
previous teaching when reading the 
instructions and sequences of a recipe.   

For pupils and students to be able to 
predict the outcome from using or 
adding ingredients, following step by 
step instructions of a recipe. To 
discuss with peers what the outcomes 
could be. 

For pupils to be able to predict the 
outcome from using or adding 
ingredients, following step by step 
instructions, created by peers. 

For pupils to be able to predict the outcome 
from using or adding ingredients, following 
step by step instructions, created by peers. 

For pupils to be able to predict the 
outcome from using or adding 
ingredients, following step by step 
instructions, created by peers. Pupils 
will be able to critic and give feedback 
to peers on following their chosen 
recipes 

For pupils to be able to predict the 
outcome from using or adding 
ingredients, following step by step 
instructions, created by peers. Pupils will 
be able to understand how to read 
comments made on  feedback from  
peers. 

Writing Pupils to be able to use descriptive 
language in evaluating completed 
dishes, to use key terminology, in 
analysing dishes made, to be able to 
write, with support from word banks 
provided in portfolio in work. 

Pupils to be able to continue to  use 
descriptive language in evaluating 
completed dishes, to use key 
terminology, in analysing dishes 
made, to be able to write showing 
some independence, 

Pupils to be able to use descriptive 
language in evaluating completed 
dishes, to use key terminology, in 
analysing dishes made, to be able to 
write using more critical language when 
completing evaluations. 

Pupils to be able to use descriptive language 
in evaluating completed dishes, to use key 
terminology, in analysing dishes made, to be 
able to write critical language as well as 
reflecting on the previous practical  lesson 

For pupils to be able to predict the 
outcome from using or adding 
ingredients, following step by step 
instructions, created by peers. To 
think about constructive feedback and 
how to discuss this in a group.  

For pupils to be able to predict the 
outcome from using or adding 
ingredients, following step by step 
instructions, created by peers,  Pupils 
will be able to critic and give feedback to 
peers on following their chosen recipes, 
and to be able to use the comments box 
on the evaluation sheet to suggest 
changes to the recipe. 

Number Pupils to use Multiplication and division 
to work out quantities in recipes, to be 
able to accurately weigh and measure 
the quantities according to the recipe 

Pupils to use Multiplication and 
division to work out quantities in 
recipes, to be able to increase or 
decrease, the amount of ingredients 
needed to be able to peer teach the 
lesson., with support 

Pupils to use Multiplication and division 
to work out quantities in recipes, to be 
able to increase or decrease, the amount 
of ingredients needed to be able to peer 
teach the lesson, with support. 

Pupils to use Multiplication and division to 
work out quantities in recipes, to be able to 
increase or decrease, the amount of 
ingredients needed to be able to peer teach 
the lesson, with support. 

Pupils to be able to use descriptive 
language in evaluating completed 
dishes, to use key terminology, in 
analysing dishes made, to be able to 
write with support 

Pupils to be able to use descriptive 
language in evaluating completed 
dishes, to use key terminology, in 
analysing dishes made, to be able to 
write with support 



 

 

 

Year 13  BTEC  Level 2 Home Cooking Skills  

 
Following the BTEC specification for 
home cooking skills level 2 Health and 
Safety in the workplace and home, 
showing a good understanding of 
hazards and sanitisation, also to show 
a good understanding of cross 
contamination of foods. Students and 
pupils will start completing BTEC 
standard forms using key terminology 
taught in level 1.  
Students and Pupils will need to 
research balance diets and nutrition, 
using the internet and books.   

 
 

 BTEC Level 2 Home Cooking Skills  

 
Students and pupils to  research 
planning times for meals, researching 
ideas for a two course meal  to plan  a 
recipe  with ingredients, utensils  and 
step by step sequence of instructions 
  

BTEC  Level 2 Home  Cooking  Skills  

 
Students and pupils to start practical 
lessons to create simple dishes for a two 
course meal, following the BTEC 
specification on healthy foods and 
balanced diet. 

BTEC Level 2 Home  Cooking  Skills  

   
Students and pupils to carry out at practical 
lesson of  simple dishes  for a two course 
meal, following the BTEC specification on 
Health foods and balanced diet, 
incorporating  portion control and food 
groups. 

BTEC Home  Cooking  Skills  

 
Students and pupils to enhance t 
practical dishes  for a two course 
meal, looking at more complex dishes 
following the BTEC specification on 
Health foods and balanced diet, 
incorporating  portion control and food 
groups. 

BTEC Home  Cooking  Skills  

The students and Pupils will look at 
presentation of a two course meal 
following all previous directives and 
delivering a two course healthy balanced 
meal incorporating timings and costs. 
The recipe will be cooked at home and 
family feedback be left via email to the 
teacher. 

Reading Students to read and research using 
the internet, to look up key terminology 
and understanding of new words and 
phrases. 

Students to read and research using 
the internet, to look up key 
terminology and understanding of new 
words and phrases, to be able to 
increase knowledge and 
understanding of the content read. 

Students and pupils to show 
understanding of content read in group 
discussions about food groups and 
balanced diets. To incorporate in their 
simple dishes.  

Students and pupils to be able to use the 
reading knowledge to enhance portfolio 
work. 

Students and pupils will be able to  
now demonstrate  knowledge and  
ideas from reading internet and recipe 
text in their portfolio of work 

Students will be able to translate all  
reading and research  to the recipes 
created using key terminology and 
phrases in portfolio of work following  the 
specification in BTEC level 2  

Writing The students and pupils will need to 
use cooking terms and use of words 
when writing up research on balanced 
diets, to be able to use correct 
grammar and punctuation.  

The students and pupils will need to 
use cooking terms and use of words 
when writing up research on balanced 
diets, to be able to use correct 
grammar and punctuation. To be able 
to incorporate structured paragraphs.  

Students and Pupils to be able to write 
and plan a recipe to be able to write a   
precise method of sequencing to follow 
the steps of the recipe. 

Students and pupils to be able to write an 
evaluation of skills used using correct 
terminology using the set BTEC criteria for 
level 2 portfolio completion.  

Advanced writing skills  following the 
BREC criteria  to be able to  use 
reflection and critical thinking skills  
working towards the final dish and 
evaluation 

Pupils to be able to write an evaluation 
based on family feedback to include all 
positive and negatives of preparing and 
producing the dish, commenting on 
presentation skills and family feedback. 

Number  To be able to research calorific 
content in foods and daily allowance 
percentages. 

Students and pupils are to look at 
RDA and shopping items to learn how 
to incorporate RDA in a healthy diet 
looking at the percentages and traffic 
light system on packaging. 

Students will be able to incorporate 
maths skills to work out timings to 
produce a two course meal using 
addition and subtraction. 

Students will be able to incorporate maths 
skills to work out timings to produce a two 
course meal using addition and subtraction. 
Students and pupils will also incorporate 
cooking times and recording how long the 
product takes to produce and cook 

Students will be able to incorporate 
maths skills to work out timings and 
budgets and what will be the final cost 
of  chosen recipes  

Students and pupils to be able to 
produce a budget for the chosen two 
course meal, and be able to produce a 
budget from 1 person to the number of 
people in the household, the students 
will use addition and subtraction and 
multiplication skills and the use of a 
calculator. 


